Toward Better Management of Merkel Cell Carcinoma Using a Consensus Staging System, New Diagnostic Codes and a Recently Discovered Virus
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Abstract. Merkel cell carcinoma (MCC) is a neuroendocrine skin cancer with a higher propensity for recurrence and metastasis than melanoma or squamous cell carcinoma. Despite aggressive behavior and the tripling of its reported incidence in the past 20 years, there is extensive confusion about how MCC should be managed. Here we address two issues that have impeded optimal MCC management: lack of a consensus staging system and lack of unique diagnostic codes for MCC. Five conflicting systems currently used to stage MCC will be replaced by one system in 2010 that will diminish confusion about prognosis and management among physicians and patients. The diagnostic bundling of MCC with numerous less aggressive skin cancers leads to care refusals by insurance and an inability to track MCC care costs. Worldwide adoption in 2009 of specific diagnostic codes for MCC will also improve understanding and management of this often-lethal skin cancer.
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Introduction

In looking toward the future of dermatology in this journal’s centennial celebratory issue, here we describe recent progress in Merkel cell carcinoma (MCC), an unusually aggressive skin malignancy. MCC is the second most common cause of non-melanoma skin cancer death with a relative mortality at 5 years of approximately 38% as compared to approximately 15% for melanoma. An average melanoma (0.63 mm) has < 1% chance of having
spread to lymph nodes at the time of diagnosis as compared to 33% for MCC. The annual reported incidence of MCC in the United States is currently approximately 1,500 cases, a figure that has tripled in the past 20 years. The factors contributing to this increase include: a) improved diagnosis through routine use of cytokeratin-20 staining; b) increased numbers of immunosuppressed patients and c) an increase in the number of older individuals with prior extensive sun exposure.

Risk Factors and Clinical Features

MCC arises predominantly on the sun-exposed skin of older, fair-skinned individuals and is more frequent in men than in women. There is a 10-fold increased risk of MCC among patients receiving immunosuppressive medication for solid organ transplant, 13.4 fold for patients with HIV, and 30-50 fold for patients with chronic lymphocytic leukemia. Despite the increased risk for immune suppressed individuals, approximately 90% of MCC cases occur in people with no known chronic immune suppression.

MCC typically presents as a rapidly growing, painless lesion that may resemble a cyst (fig. 1). The acronym, AEIOU, has been proposed to summarize common clinical features in MCC: a) Asymptomatic/lack of tenderness; b) Expanding rapidly; c) Immune suppression; d) Older than 50 years; e) Ultraviolet-exposed site on a person with fair skin.

The Merkel cell polyomavirus

Because of the increased risk of MCC with immune suppression, a search for an infectious agent yielded a major breakthrough in 2008; the discovery of the Merkel cell polyomavirus (MCPyV). Numerous studies have rapidly validated the association of MCC with this virus that is integrated in approximately 80% of MCC tumors. Subsequent studies have also shown that viral onco-proteins (T antigens) believed to promote cell cycle progression are expressed in a persistent manner in the majority of MCC tumors. The fact that such non-self viral proteins are expressed in MCC tumors in a majority of cases helps to explain the link between immune function and MCC as well as to suggest a role for immuno-therapeutic approaches in the future.

While the association between MCC and the Merkel cell polyomavirus is now well established, it is also clear that this virus is not required for MCC as approximately 20% of these tumors contain no detectable MCPyV. Moreover, it is clear that MCPyV is not sufficient for developing MCC as it remains a rare cancer despite the fact that over half of adults have antibodies to MCPyV and hence were exposed to the virus, typically in childhood.

Creating A Common Language for MCC Staging and Prognosis

When facing a new diagnosis of any cancer, the stage at presentation is a key determinant of prognosis as well as of recommended treatment. Currently, any one of five conflicting staging systems may be used for MCC. Each of these systems was based on at most 251 cases derived from three or fewer institutions (table 1). Contradictions between these five systems include:

1. Three-stage vs. four-stage systems.
2. Regional nodal disease variably defined as stage II or stage III.
3. Different tumor size thresholds for determining the Tumor (T) categories for primary lesions. Depending on which system a physician uses to stage a patient, “Stage III MCC” could refer to invasive local-only disease, regional nodal disease, or distant metastatic MCC, all of which have different prognoses and optimal management. Since all five staging systems are still in use, significant confusion exists within the literature and among physicians, patients and researchers. MCC thus lacks a common language to describe prognosis and extent of disease at presentation.

In the current American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) system, MCC is grouped with 81 other carcinomas of the skin including basal cell carcinoma (BCC) and squamous cell carcinoma (SCC). BCC in particular is exceedingly common, kills very few patients and is not required to be reported. Thus the quality and frequency of careful reporting carried out for MCC is compromised because it is currently grouped with numerous skin cancers that require less aggressive management.

A new international consensus staging system for MCC was created using over 5,000 cases from the National Cancer Data Base (NCDB). This system has been adopted for use by both the AJCC and the International Union Against Cancer (UICC) and will aid in standardizing language used to describe MCC and its prognosis.

Overview of the New MCC Staging System

The new staging system is a 4-stage system as summarized in table 2. The most important feature of the new system is the addition of sub-stages for both local and nodal disease. These sub-stages are based on the method of nodal examination for local disease and extent of involvement
Clinical Presentation of Merkel Cell Carcinoma. Examples of MCC tumors occurring in sun-exposed areas including on the middle finger (A), ear (B), eyelid (C) and upper arm (D). Prior to biopsy, MCC is commonly thought to be a cyst. Although MCC lesions often resemble a rapidly growing red/purple inflamed cyst, the lack of tenderness (88% MCCs are non-tender), can be an important clue that such a lesion (especially in sun-exposed skin of an elderly or immune suppressed person) should not readily be dismissed as a benign cyst.

Table 1. Summary of the Five Existing Staging Systems for MCC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study &amp; year</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Stage I</th>
<th>Stage II</th>
<th>Stage III</th>
<th>Stage IV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yiengpruksawan et al.</td>
<td>70 patients 1 institution</td>
<td>Local</td>
<td>Regional Nodal</td>
<td>Distant Metastatic</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen et al. 1999</td>
<td>190 patients 1 institution</td>
<td>IA: Local &lt; 2 cm</td>
<td>IB: Local ≥ 2cm</td>
<td>Regional Nodal</td>
<td>Distant Metastatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AJCC* (6th edition)</td>
<td>No data</td>
<td>Local ≤ 2cm</td>
<td>Local &gt; 2 cm</td>
<td>Local extradermal deep invasion</td>
<td>Regional Nodal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen et al. 2005</td>
<td>251 patients 1 institution</td>
<td>Local &lt; 2cm</td>
<td>Local ≥ 2 cm</td>
<td>Regional Nodal</td>
<td>Distant Metastatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clark et al. 2007</td>
<td>110 patients 3 institutions</td>
<td>Local ≤ 1 cm</td>
<td>IIA: Local ≤ 1 cm &amp; ≤ 2 positive regional lymph nodes</td>
<td>&gt; 2 positive regional lymph nodes</td>
<td>Distant Metastatic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AJCC: American Joint Committee on Cancer; *Includes MCC with 82 other non-melanoma skin cancers in a chapter titled “Carcinoma of the Skin.”
for nodal disease. The more favorable (‘a’ substage; Ia, IIa) applies if negative node status was determined by microscopic examination of nodes. If only clinical nodal staging was performed (‘b’ substage; Ib, IIb), the chance of missing microscopic nodal involvement is approximately 32%. Sentinel lymph node biopsy is an important procedure to determine microscopic involvement of nodes and thus the prognosis as well as need for nodal basin therapy. In Stage III, node-positive patients are segregated into those with only microscopic involvement (IIIa) and those with clinically apparent nodal disease (IIIb). Complete details of the new staging system are described elsewhere and the prognostic analysis for its derivation has been submitted.

Establishing a New Disease Classification that Separates MCC from BCC and Other Skin Cancers

The International Classification of Diseases (ICD) is widely used for health management and tracking specific diseases throughout the world. ICD-CM (clinical modification) codes are the official system used to categorize diagnoses and medical procedures. This ICD system was previously managed by the World Health Organization and since 1978 has been implemented by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) in the United States.

Until late 2009, MCC was coded in the ICD system as 173.x: “Other malignant neoplasm of skin” along with BCC, SCC and many other skin cancers. This sometimes impedes management of MCC patients as insurance companies use these codes to determine whether or not a test, scan or treatment is appropriate for the diagnosis in question. When a disease does not have a code that appropriately captures its management and treatment, multiple codes must be used to attempt to justify proposed therapies for insurance and billing approvals. This was certainly the case for MCC as it was grouped with BCC and other benign diagnoses that rarely require aggressive management or inpatient care.

To address this issue, a petition was made to the CDC on behalf of the Merkel cell carcinoma Multi-center Interest Group (MMIG) (http://merkelcell.org/MMIG.html) to create specific ICD-CM codes for MCC. The rationale for this petition included the fact that other distinctive skin cancers with potentially aggressive behavior have unique codes. These include cutaneous T cell lymphoma (CTCL) whose incidence is approximately that of MCC (code 202.x) as well as malignant melanoma (172.x). In January 2009, the CDC granted 7 MCC-specific codes that became active as of October 1, 2009 (table 3). The introduction of these specific codes will facilitate MCC patients in obtaining insurance approval for the appropriate treatment, help track MCC-associated costs and aid researchers in identifying and following MCC patients.

Current Management of Merkel Cell Carcinoma

The National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) publishes multi-disciplinary treatment guidelines for many cancers including Merkel cell carcinoma that are updated annually. The groups that create and edit these guidelines make use of the best available published data as well as incorporate current standards of practice at over a dozen.
major cancer care institutions. These guidelines are freely available from the NCCN website and recommendations include surgical management, radiation therapy and chemotherapy (http://www.nccn.org).

Compared with other skin cancers, MCC is an unusually radiation sensitive tumor. Multiple studies have shown that addition of adjuvant radiation is associated with lower rates of local recurrence of MCC as compared with surgical excision alone. In our experience, it appears that surgical excision alone yields an extremely high rate of local control for some low-risk cases (primary tumor ≤ 1 cm, negative sentinel lymph node biopsy, no chronic immune suppression, no lymphovascular invasion in the primary tumor, confidently negative microscopic margins after excision).

In patients for whom complete surgical excision is not an option, radiation mono-therapy is a reasonable treatment plan. An 85 year old woman treated with radiation mono-therapy to the left eyelid is shown in figure 1C. The patient had complete resolution of her lesion and is disease-free more than 5 years following her initial diagnosis. Figure 2 shows an 87 year old woman with MCC of the right ear. The patient refused to undergo surgical excision and received radiation mono-therapy. Two years following her treatment, the patient had no MCC recurrence and she died of unrelated causes.

**Controversies in Merkel Cell Carcinoma Management**

There are numerous discrepancies in the treatment of MCC between physicians and institutions around the world. Some centers focus almost entirely on surgical excision while others rely on radiation, chemotherapy or combinations. Prospective, high quality, multi-institutional studies are severely lacking for this cancer. Some of the most controversial unanswered questions include:

1. Which primary MCC tumors would benefit from the inclusion of adjuvant radiation therapy?
2. What is the optimal surgical or radiation management for microscopic or clinically apparent nodal MCC?
3. Should adjuvant chemotherapy be included for patients with regional lymph node involvement?

**Toward the Future**

Having a standardized language to stage and code Merkel cell carcinoma will facilitate future clinical studies for this cancer. In particular, a key goal for this uncommon cancer will be the establishment of multi-institutional, prospective, clinical studies through international collaborations. An initial approach that would yield significant insights would be...
to follow MCC patients prospectively over a period of time and evaluate the results of treatment in the context of clinical parameters that are carefully collected. Once effective collaborative research alliances are formed in this uncommon cancer, the next goal would be prospective interventional trials of existing and novel therapeutic agents.

Discovery of the Merkel cell polyomavirus (MCPyV) presents many exciting opportunities to better understand and potentially treat this cancer. MCPyV is now known to be present in approximately 80% of MCC tumors. Certain MCPyV proteins that may be involved in oncogenesis are known to be persistently expressed in most MCC tumors. Since these viral proteins are foreign antigens, the development of cellular adoptive immune therapy using these proteins as targets is an appealing possibility in treating this often-lethal skin cancer.
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